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Cluster Mechanisms Supporting the Dynamic Construction of Complex Objects

H. Schöning      A. Sikeler

University Kaiserslautern, Department of Computer Science, D-6750 Kaiserslautern, West Germany

Abstract

Non-standard database applications require adequate modeling facilities for their application objects which

eral have an internal structure to be maintained by the database system. For this purpose, the database sy

to provide fast access to such an object as a whole as well as to its components. In systems which support

objects with a statically established structure, clustering of the objects’ components along this structure is a

spread means to enhance efficiency. Systems which support the dynamic definition of complex objects’ stru

however, cannot predict the characteristics of accesses to the database, and therefore have more problems

a storage structure that is useful for at least the majority of the accesses. In this paper, we propose a cluste

anism that supports the flexibility and dynamism of the molecule-atom data model at the efficiency of static

ture clustering. We discuss different alternatives for its design, taking into account the query processing str

of the underlying database system. We address some problems concerning optimization that emerge from

namic structure definition and show some possible solutions.

1. Introduction

Non-standard database applications such as 3D-modeling for workpieces or VLSI chip design [DD86] requ
various reasons adequate modeling facilities for their application objects. The notion of complex objects [BB
used to indicate that such objects have an internal structure maintained by the database system and that
provided to the object as a whole as well as to its components. Obviously, interactive applications such a
require reasonable response times, and therefore demand efficient access to the complex objects provide
database system. In systems which support complex objects with a statically established structure (e2

[SS86]), clustering of the objects’ components along this structure is a widespread means of enhancing eff
[Da86, DPS86]. Systems which support the dynamic definition of complex objects’ structures, however, c
predict the characteristics of accesses to the database, and therefore have more problems in finding a stora
ture that is useful for at least the majority of the accesses. In this paper, we study a cluster mechanism (the s
atom-cluster type) that is designed to support a lot of different database requests rather than to materialize
object structure or query result. It may be compared to a materialized view, a database snapshot or a cache
dural field.

The conventional way to process queries on a relational view is to use query modification which translates t

responding queries into ones on the base relations [St75]. An alternative approach, however, is to mater

view, which means that the resulting relation is actually stored [BLT86, Ha87, SI84]. As a consequence of up

to the base relations, the materialized views may also require changes. These changes may be either execu

end of each transaction, i.e. the materialized view is always up-to-date, or deferred by updating a materialize

just before data is retrieved from it [Ha87].

Database snapshots [AL80, LHMPW86], which are a related mechanism, are periodically refreshed, read-o

licas of a selected portion of the database which is defined by a query on one or more base relations. Snaps

especially interesting in database applications which require the freezing of the database state e.g. for analys

ning or reporting or in a distributed database serving as cost effective substitute for replicated data. Snaps

not guaranteed to reflect the actual state of the database.

Another direction in materializing query results investigates the support of database procedures [SAH87]. Q

are stored in so-called procedural fields, i.e. attributes, in the same way data is stored in a relation. Accessi

a procedural field implies the execution of the queries stored in this field. However, performing such an acce
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be generally slow. Hence, the result of these queries may be cached, i.e. computed once and stored within

ically assigned area on secondary storage, the cache [Se87].

Similar to these approaches, we investigate the physically clustered materialization of a complex object type

next chapters we introduce our data model and the architecture of our data base system. The dynamic con

of molecules during query processing is described in chapter 4. Based on this, we discuss restrictions on th

plexity of molecules materialized as atom clusters in chapter 5. Finally we consider the use of atom-cluste

in the process of molecule construction (chapter 6).

2. The Molecule-Atom Data Model

The molecule-atom data model (MAD model [Mi88a]) has been introduced to support the use of dynamica

fined complex objects. Complex object types (molecule types) are defined in terms of their components, whic

be either complex object types or basic object types (atom types). An atom type consists of some attribute

and therefore may be compared to a relation in the relational model. The corresponding objects, called ato

similar to tuples. We allow a richer selection of data types than most conventional database systems do. Part

the two special data types IDENTIFIER and REFERENCE are used to explicitly express relationships betw

oms. TheIDENTIFIERattribute, which is present in each atom exactly once, contains a system-defined pr

key (surrogate) to uniquely identify the atom.REFERENCEattributes contain one or more IDENTIFIER values

all pointing to atoms of the same atom type (typed references). There must be a corresponding “back refere

each REFERENCE attribute, i.e., if atom type A has a REFERENCE attribute pointing to atom type B (for

“REFERENCE attribute to B”), then atom type B must contain a corresponding REFERENCE attribute to A.

if the REFERENCE attribute of atom a contains the IDENTIFIER of atom b, the corresponding REFERENC

tribute of atom b has to contain the IDENTIFIER of a. This structural integrity (which is based on referential i

rity) is enforced by the operations of the MAD model. Thus, there is a means to reflect 1:1, 1:n, and n:m re

ships among atoms in a direct and symmetric way. The relationships between atoms, which are manifeste

values of the REFERENCE attributes, lead to the so-called atom network. So far, the MAD model is similar

entity-relationship model [Ch76].

The relationships installed by REFERENCE attributes can be used for the definition of molecule types. The

tion A.ab-B.bc-C means, for example, that for each atoma of type A all atoms of type B (“B atoms”) that are ref-

erenced by a’s REFERENCE attributeab and all C atoms referenced by attributebc of these B atoms are grouped

to a molecule. This definition assigns a direction to the relationships between A and B, and B and C respec

Hence, a molecule can be seen as a directed subgraph of the atom network having one root, the so-calledroot atom

(in contrast to thecomponent atoms). If A has only one REFERENCE attribute to B, A-B may be written instea

of A.ab-B. Fig. 2.1 illustrates some molecule types and corresponding molecules for a sample database.

Besides hierarchical structures as introduced above, the MAD model also allows network-like and recursiv

ecule type definitions. When an atom type has more than one predecessor in the molecule type graph, an

this type only belongs to a corresponding molecule, if it has references to at least one atom of each of the pr

sor types which also has to belong to a corresponding molecule (network-like semantic). Recursive molecul

repeat a component molecule type in several recursion levels. Recursion level 0 of a recursive molecule con

a molecule of the component molecule type. All molecules of the component molecule type which are refe

by the recursion-defining REFERENCE attribute of a component molecule on level i form the level i+1 of r

sion. If a component molecule appears in more than one recursion level, it only belongs to the lowest one

cycles in the recursive molecule are avoided, and the termination of this operator computing the transitive c

is guaranteed.

Sets of molecules can be inserted, deleted, updated or retrieved (selected) using the SQL-likemoleculequery lan-

guage (MQL). We concentrate on the SELECT-statement, which is the most complex statement. It is used to

a set of molecules of a certain type from the database. Its general form is
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SELECT <projection_clause>
FROM <molecule type definition clause>
WHERE <restriction clause>

The molecule type definition clausedetermines the environment (molecule type) to work on. If more than o

molecule type is present in this clause, this defines a cartesian product of the molecule types.

The restriction clause contains a condition ranging over the environment molecule type. It may be of arbit

complexity, and may contain quantifiers and SELECT-statements (nested sub-queries). Only those mo

which fulfil this condition (molecules thatqualify) are members of the result set. If no restrictions are to be impos

“WHERE <restriction clause>” may be omitted.

Theprojection clausespecifies, which parts of the molecules are to belong to the result. According to this cla

atoms or attributes are removed from the qualifying molecules. A value-dependent projection is possible (“qu

projection”) and can be specified using a SELECT-statement with the special molecule type definition claus

SULT”.

The resulting molecules are molecules of the type specified in the molecule type definition clause, which q

under the conditions of the restriction clause and have undergone the projection specified in the projection

The following example shows the effects of qualified projection:

SELECT C,( SELECT B
FROM RESULT
WHERE B.Att1=7)

FROM C - B - A
WHERE FOR ALL A: A.Att1>0

a1 a2 a3

b1 b2 b3

c1 c2

a1 c1
a3

b1 b2
b3

a2
c2

a1

b1

c1

a2

b1 b2

c2

a3

b3

c2 a1 a2

b1

c1C

B

A

c2a2

Atom
network

Molecules of type A - B - C Molecules of type C - B - A

Molecules of type B - (C, A)

a2 a3

b2 b3

c2

C

B

A

Figure 2.1: Example of molecules for various molecule type definitions

c1

d1

d1

a1 a2

b1
b2b1

Molecules of type A - (B, D) - C

D

A

B

C

a3

b3

c1

Molecules of type A - B RECURSIVE B - A

a1

b1

a2

b2

a2

b1 b2

b1

a1

a3

b3

A

B

A

B

C

A

B

C

DB schema
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Assume that b2 of the above example fulfils B.Att1=7 and a2 and a3 qualify concerning A.Att1>0. Then the result

set consists of the molecule c2-b2.

This short introduction to MQL neglects many aspects of our query language as well as of our data model.

theless, it will be sufficient to understand the considerations in the following chapters. More information abo

MAD model and MQL can be found in [Mi88b].

3. The PRIMA Architecture

So far, we have outlined the main features of the MAD model concerning the definition and manipulation of

plex structured objects, i.e. molecules. In the following, we present a short overview of the concepts and ide

for its implementation within the PRIMA system [HMMS87, Hä88]. Our implementation model for PRIMA (F

3.1) distinguishes three different layers for mapping molecules which are visible at the MAD interface onto b

stored on external devices:

• The main task of thedata system[Sch88] is to transform the molecule-set-oriented MQL interface into low

level programs as well as their subsequent execution. This is done by first transforming the user-submitte

statements into valid, semantically equivalent, but not necessarily optimal query evaluation plans (comp

phase). In an optimization phase, these query evaluation plans (QEPs) are rearranged according to differ

ristics in order to speed up their processing. Subsequently, these QEPs are evaluated yielding the desir

(execution phase). A detailed description of a QEP as well as of its evaluation during the execution phase

in chapter 4.

• Theaccess system[Si88a] provides an atom-oriented interface similar to the tuple-oriented interface of the

search Storage System (RSS) of System R [As81]. However, the access system is more powerful than

outlined in the following. It allows for direct access and manipulation of a single atom as well as navigat

atom-by-atom access to either homogeneous or heterogeneous atom sets. Manipulation operations (ins

ify, and delete) and direct access (retrieve) operate on single atoms identified by their logical address (o

gate) which is used to implement the IDENTIFIER attribute as well as the REFERENCE attributes. In per

ing manipulation operations, the access system is responsible for the automatic maintenance of the ref

integrity defined by the REFERENCE attributes by adjusting the appropriate back references.

Different kinds of scan operations are introduced as a concept to manage a dynamically defined set of at

hold a current position in such a set, and to successively deliver single atoms. Some scan operations, h

are added in order to optimize retrieval access. Therefore, they may depend on the existence of a certai

dant storage structure. Theatom-type scandelivers all atoms in a system-defined order based on the basic s

age structure which always exists for each atom type. Similarly, thesort scanprocesses all atoms according t

a specified sort criterion thereby utilizing the basic storage structure. However, since sorting an entire ato

is expensive and time consuming, a sort scan may be supported by an additional storage structure ca

order. Thus, a sort order consists of a homogeneous atom set materializing a sort operator. Theaccess-path scan

provides an appropriate means for fast value-dependent access based on different access path structure

B-trees, grid files, and R-trees. Theatom-cluster type scanas well as theatom cluster scanspeed up the con-

struction of frequently used molecules by allocating all atoms of a corresponding molecule in physical con
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using a tailored storage structure called atom-cluster type. These atom clusters are the main subject of

of the paper.

The underlying concept is to make storage redundancy available outside the access system by offering

priate retrieval operations (i.e. the choice of several different scans for a particular access decision by th

mizer of the data system), whereas in the case of update operations storage redundancy has to be conc

the access system. As a consequence, physical records are introduced as byte strings of variable leng

are stored consecutively in the containers offered by the storage system. Depending on the underlying

structure, a physical record corresponds to either an entire atom (basic storage structure, sort order) or

of heterogeneous atoms (atom-cluster type). This establishes an n:m relationship among atoms and

records which has to be maintained by a sophisticated address structure assigning each IDENTIFIER va

of physical addresses and vice versa.

• Thestorage system[Si88b] as the lowest layer of PRIMA pursues two major tasks: It manages the database

er and organizes the external storage devices, thus being responsible for the data exchange between ma

and disk storage. For this purpose, the database is divided into various segments consisting of a set of l

ordered pages. All pages of a segment are of equal size, and can be chosen for each segment indepen

be 1/2, 1, 2, 4, or 8 kbytes, being kept fixed during the lifetime of a segment. Thus, the page size may be a

to the specific access pattern of the segment in order to diminish either the conflict rate or the number of

erations. The five page sizes, however, are not sufficient when considering the mapping process perfor

the access system. Therefore,page sequencesare introduced as predefined page sets supported by physical c

tering. A page sequence is a set of logical consecutive pages of a segment which contain (from the viewp

the access system) one single object spanning these pages [DPS86]. Additionally, the storage system

the means to handle not only such predefined page sets but also arbitrary page sets.

This overview may serve as a basis for the detailed discussion of the dynamic construction of molecules su

by an appropriate storage structure, i.e. the atom-cluster type, throughout the rest of the paper.

4. Query Processing in the Data System

When an MQL statement is given to the data system, it is compiled into an equivalent QEP forming a directe

The vertices of this tree are labeled with operators, while its arcs correspond to the data flow among the op

The leaves of the QEP represent the operator “construction of simple molecules” (CSM), which builds up h

chical, non-recursive molecules fulfilling some qualifications by using access system calls. The other vertice

for operators likerecursion, aggregation, etc.

The QEP may be subject to transformations by the optimizer, which is expected to generate a more efficie

by choosing appropriate access paths, selecting specific methods for each operator, and so on. Some of the

choices for the CSM operator are discussed later.

When a QEP is executed, the operations indicated by its leaves are involved first, i.e., CSM operations are

Whenever a molecule has been constructed, it is handed in a pipelined way to the next operator as indicate

arcs in the QEP. The root operator of the QEP produces the final result set [HSS88].

storage system

data model (MAD) interface
molecule-set-oriented

storage structures
atom-oriented

page allocation structures
page-set-oriented

disk accesses

molecules

atoms

segments, pages, page sets
access system

data system

Figure 3.1: Implementation model of PRIMA

physical records
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Here we concentrate on the description of CSM, which constructs a set of molecules represented by

SELECT P
FROM M
WHERE Q(M).

M is the definition of a non-recursive hierarchical molecule type, P is a coherent subgraph of M, containing th

atom type of M, and Q(M) is a restriction on M, which can be determined by the consideration of a single mol

As a consequence, Q(M) is not allowed to contain any queries.

Conceptually, CSM scans the root atom type of M. For each atom of this type CSM fetches the successo

according to M, then their successor atoms, and so on. When the whole molecule is fetched, it is checked

Q(M). If it qualifies, the molecule is added to the result set, otherwise all atoms belonging to the molecu

erased.

Considering this conceptual method reveals two points of inefficiency:

• All atoms of the molecule are fetched before Q(M) is tested, even those, which are not needed to check th

ecule’s qualification. If the molecule is discarded, the accesses to these atoms were senseless.

• Atoms shared by multiple molecules are fetched many times.

To avoid the first problem, the computation of the corresponding result set is done in two phases. The fir

checks for molecule qualification accessing only atoms needed to decide Q(M). As soon as Q(M) cannot be f

any longer, the next molecule is considered. If all qualifying molecules have been found, their remaining ato

fetched in the second phase. In order to avoid multiple accesses to one atom, atoms that are likely to be ne

another molecule are stored in a main memory atom buffer.

The two phases may be interleaved, i.e., when the first qualifying molecule has been determined, the secon

may be started for this molecule immediately. While the second phase can be implemented straightforward

lowing the values of the corresponding REFERENCE attributes), the first phase offers a great choice of p

strategies. Depending on the restriction Q(M), the optimizer chooses an atom type to be fetched first and an

priate access path, if available. Further atoms are accessed in a sequence which is likely to show disqualific

soon as possible (e.g., try to evaluate very selective parts of Q(M) first). This procedure is illustrated by the f

ing example:

SELECT ALL
FROM A - B - C
WHERE EXISTS B: A.Att1=7 AND B.Att1=A.Att1

First, A atoms fulfilling A.Att1=7 are fetched (if possible, via an existing access path). For all these atoms, the

responding B atoms have to be fetched using the REFERENCE attribute values of the A atoms, and tested

condition B.Att1=A.Att1. If one of them fulfils this condition, the corresponding A atom is the root of a qualifyi

molecule, and the second phase may be started for this molecule.

In some cases there are more efficient ways to compute the result, than to navigate along REFERENCE a

values. By comparing estimated selectivity and access costs the optimizer chooses one specific access sequ

determines which atoms will be stored in the atom buffer.

5. Materializing Atom Sets

Constructing molecules out of single atoms will generally be very slow. Since all atoms are distributed am

different segments and pages, in the worst case one page request (i.e. an IO operation), has to be initialized

atom. In order to avoid this extreme overhead a special storage structure is required which allows for the p

clustering of an atom set within a page sequence. Thus, all atoms belonging to such an atom set may be r

the database buffer by a single storage system call which in turn utilizes chained IO in order to minimize disk

time. In this chapter we discuss some alternatives in designing such a storage structure called atom-cluster
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its mapping onto the “containers” offered by the storage system. In particular, we would like to concentrate

following problems:

• Which atom sets are to be materialized and how long?

• In which way is a materialized atom set to be updated due to a modification of the database?

• How are atom clusters utilized in constructing molecules?

In this chapter, we discuss the first two problems, whereas the third problem is treated in chapter 6.

5.1 Different Kinds of Atom-Cluster Types

The choice as to when to materialize molecules and when to dynamically construct them time after time is

application-dependent (frequency of accesses, frequency of updates, etc. [Ha87]). Therefore, we deleg

choice to an experienced database administrator who may define and release an atom-cluster type repre

materialized molecule type by a corresponding statement, although we currently investigate, how this choi

be supported or even automated by the system. Nevertheless, we have to define how an atom-cluster type m

like compared to the resulting molecule set of an MQL query, especially when considering that an atom-clust

has to be maintained by the access system due to modifications of the database. Therefore, we want to inv

each of the three clauses of a general SELECT statement with respect to the effects of a modification opera

a single atom on molecules which are materialized in the appropriate form.

Projection Clause

Concerning the projection clause, the most interesting part is the qualified projection, which allows for a valu

pendent selection of atoms within a single resulting molecule. For this purpose, a qualification criterion is spe

which is evaluated for each environment molecule defined by the molecule type definition clause (and sele

the restriction clause). Modifying an atom belonging to such an environment molecule may have the followi

fects on the corresponding result molecule:

• Due to the modification the qualification criterion of the qualified projection may become invalid for certai

oms. Thus, atoms that till now belonged to the result molecule have to be removed.

• On the other hand, the qualification criterion may become valid for certain other atoms. So, atoms that ti

did not belong to the result molecule have to be included.

The complexity of the different possibilities may be demonstrated by a quite simple example. Suppose, we

DB schema of three atom types A, B and C and a query defining a hierarchical molecule type A-B-C with a

fied projection selecting those submolecules B-C which exactly contain two atoms of type C (Fig. 5.1). For th

en database this query results in a single molecule as indicated by the dashed circle. Inserting a new root at

erates a new molecule in either case (since no restriction clause is specified). The structure of the resultin

cule, however, depends on the qualified projection as is shown by inserting a2 with a reference to b1 and a3

reference to b2 (Fig. 5.1a). Inserting a new component atom, on the other hand, only causes an already

molecule to grow, e.g. inserting c4 with a reference to b2 (Fig. 5.1b), or to shrink, e.g. inserting c4 with a refe

to b1 (Fig. 5.1c). The latter holds for modifying an atom, e.g. removing the reference to b1 in a2, and for de

a component atom, e.g. deleting c2, whereas deleting a root atom always results in the deletion of the whol

cule.

Therefore, the following actions are generally necessary in order to determine the effects of a modification

tion on the appropriate molecules (without a restriction clause being specified):

• Inserting a root atom, generates a new molecule, which has to be constructed according to the molecu

definition clause. The participating atoms have to be selected based on the qualified projection.

• If a component atom is inserted or either atom is modified, all environment molecules containing the inse

modified atom have to be constructed and the qualified projection has to be applied again to these mol

The corresponding resulting molecules replace the original resulting molecules identified by the appropria

atoms.
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• When a component atom is deleted, a similar process has to be performed. Initially, the environment mo

containing the atom to be deleted have to be determined. These molecules have to be reconstructed wit

deleted atom, the qualified projection has to be applied and again the original resulting molecules hav

replaced by the new ones.

• Deleting a root atom, however, results in deleting the associated molecule.

Thus, molecules have to be constructed and possibly complex qualification criteria have to be evaluated in o

determine the effects of a simple modification operation concerning the appropriate molecules. This, howe

the task of the data system. As a consequence, the projection clause allowed in an atom-cluster type defi

restricted to the key word ALL:

SELECT ALL
FROM <molecule type definition clause>
WHERE <restriction clause>

Restriction Clause

The effects of a restriction clause may be compared to those of a qualified projection. The sole difference

the corresponding qualification criterion determines whether or not an environment molecule really belongs

result set. Therefore, the following situations may be distinguished (Fig. 5.2):

• The modification operation on a single atom violates the qualification criterion for certain molecules (Fig.

5.2c and 5.2d). As a result, these molecules have to be removed.

• Due to the modification operation the qualification criterion becomes valid for certain molecules (Fig. 5.2

5.2c) which now have to be materialized.

• In spite of the modification operation the qualification criterion remains valid for some molecules (Fig. 5

Thus, these molecules have to be updated in the appropriate way.

Therefore, the following actions have to be performed when initializing a modification operation on a single

• When inserting an atom, first of all the environment molecules containing the inserted atom have to be con

ed and the qualification criterion has to be evaluated for each of them in order to determine those resultin

ecules which either have to be materialized from scratch or which replace the original resulting molecule

thermore, for each environment molecule which does not qualify it has to be checked whether or not a

sponding result molecule exists which then has to be removed.

A

B

C

SELECT A, BC:= B, C

FROM RESULT

WHERE EXIST EXACTLY (2) C

FROM A - B - C

SELECT

a1

b1 b2

c1 c2 c3

(a) Inserting a2 and a3

a3a2 a1

b1 b2

c1 c2 c3

(b) Inserting c4

(c) Inserting c4

a1

b1 b2

c1 c2 c3 c4

a1

b1 b2

c1 c2 c3c4

DB schema querydatabase

a1

b1 b2

c1 c2 c3

resulting molecules

Figure 5.1: Effects caused by a qualified projection
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• If an atom is modified, two steps are necessary. In a first step, the existing resulting molecules contain

atom to be modified have to be removed. In the second step, the same procedure as for an insertion is ma

The environment molecules containing the modified atom are constructed, the qualification criterion is ev

ed, and molecules are either materialized anew, replaced or removed.

• When deleting an atom, again the environment molecules containing the atom to be deleted have to be co

ed. Within these molecules the atom has to be removed and the molecules have to be reconstructed in th

priate way. Evaluating the qualification criterion delivers those resulting molecules which have to be ma

ized, replaced, or removed, respectively.

And again, the majority of these actions are in the responsibility of the data system. Therefore, the atom-clus

definition is further restricted to a query of the following form:

SELECT ALL
FROM <molecule type definition clause>

Molecule Type Definition Clause

With respect to the molecule type definition clause we have to distinguish between hierarchical, network-lik

recursive molecule type structures:

• With a network-like molecule type structure similar problems occur as in the case of a qualified projection

is due to the semantics of a net structure (cf. chapter 2): Inserting an atom may establish a net structure, i.

molecules have to be expanded, deleting an atom may violate the net structure, i.e. atoms have to be r

from some molecules, and modifying an atom may cause both cases to arise (Fig. 5.3). Thus, similar ac

A

B

C

SELECT

WHERE EXIST EXACTLY (2) C

FROM A - B - C

a1

b1 b2

c1 c2 c3

a2 a1

b1 b2

c1 c2 c3
a1

b1 b2

c1 c2 c3

a1

b1 b2

c1 c2 c3

ALL

(a) Modifying a2 (d) Modifying c3

(c) Modifying c2
(b) Modifying a1

a2

a1

b1 b2

c1 c2 c3

a2 a2

a2

DB schema querydatabase
a1

b1 b2

c1 c2 c3

a2

Figure 5.2: Effects caused by a restriction clause
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in the case of a qualified projection are necessary, most of which are a task for the data system, and, as

quence, network-like molecule type structures are not allowed within an atom-cluster type definition.

• In the case of a recursive molecule type structure the construction of the corresponding molecules is bas

breadth-first strategy, in order to guarantee that each component molecule referenced in more than one re

level only belongs to the lowest one. However, when inserting a new atom or modifying or deleting an ex

atom, the breadth-first strategy may cause different results in relating atoms to a certain recursion level.

fore, the corresponding molecules have to be reconstructed by either of the modification operations bein

again the task of the data system.

• With a hierarchical molecule type structure, however, a simple evaluation of the “down” and “up” referen

sufficient in order to determine the molecules affected by a modification operation as we will demonstrate

on. This evaluation may be performed by the access system, since, in any case, the access system has

the REFERENCE attributes with respect to the referential integrity.

As a consequence, only molecule types with a hierarchical structure may be materialized. Thus, an atom

type definition looks like the following:

DEFINE ATOM_CLUSTER_TYPE <name> AS
SELECT ALL
FROM <one hierarchical structured molecule type)

5.2 Maintaining an Atom-Cluster Type

In the case of a hierarchical structured molecule type the access system is able to decide on its own which

alized molecules, i.e. atom clusters, are affected by an update operation to the database.

Inserting an atom

If the atom to be inserted corresponds to a root atom, a new atom cluster has to be generated. For this purp

corresponding “down” REFERENCE attributes specified in the atom-cluster type definition have to be eva

and the referenced atoms have to be collected. For these atoms, in turn, the “down” REFERENCE attribut

to be evaluated until the leaf atoms are reached. The inserted root atom as well as the collected atoms are

up in a new atom cluster.

A

B C
SELECT

FROM A - (B, C) - D

a1

b1 c1

b2

ALL

(a) Inserting b2

(d) Deleting b1

(c) Modifying a2(b) Modifying d1

a2

D

d1 d2

a1

b1 c1

a2

d1 d2 a1

b1 c1

a2

d1 d2

a1

c1

a2

d1 d2

a1

b1 c1

a2

d1 d2

a1

b1 c1

a2

d1 d2

DB schema querydatabase

Figure 5.3: Effects caused by a network-like structured molecule type
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If the atom to be inserted corresponds to a component atom, the “up” REFERENCE attribute pointing to th

decessor of the appropriate atom type has to be evaluated in order to determine the corresponding predec

oms of the inserted atom. For each of these predecessor atoms the physical address of the appertaining atom

can be extracted from their address structure. These atom clusters have to be expanded by the inserted ato

as by its successor atoms which are collected in the same way as above by evaluating the appropriate “dow

ERENCE attributes.

Modifying an atom

If the modification does not affect a REFERENCE attribute that defines the structure of an atom cluster, al

clusters to which the modified atom belongs have to be determined by utilizing the address structure of thi

and within these atom clusters the corresponding atom has to be modified in the appropriate way. Thus, th

management of replicas has to be performed.

If an “up” REFERENCE attribute pointing to the predecessors of the corresponding atom is modified, the o

tribute value has to be compared to the new attribute value in order to determine those predecessors whic

moved and those which are added. For each new predecessor the same procedure as for inserting an co

atom may be applied. If predecessors are removed, the modified atom as well as its successors have to be

from the corresponding atom clusters.

If a “down” REFERENCE attribute referring to successors of the atom is modified, the old attribute value an

new attribute value must be again compared in order to determine those successors which are removed o

respectively. Each new successor as well as its successors have to be included into the atom clusters deter

the modified atom. Each removed successor as well as its successors, however, have to be deleted from t

sponding atom clusters.

Deleting an atom

If a root atom is deleted, the whole atom cluster determined by this atom has to be removed. If a componen

is deleted, this atom as well as all its dependent atoms, i.e. successors, have to be removed from the atom

determined by the deleted atom. This may be done in the same way as deleting a successor which has to be

when an atom is modified.

In either case, if an atom is added to or removed from an atom cluster, the address structure of the corres

atom has to be modified in order to indicate all existing replicas of an atom.

However, one special case has to be considered in more detail. A single atom may be multiply included in a

cluster if the relationship between two atom types is multi-valued. In this case, a corresponding atom ma

more than one predecessor within an atom cluster. As a consequence, if atoms are stored without duplicate

an atom cluster, appropriate information has to be kept in order to decide quickly whether or not an atom rea

to be added to or removed from an atom cluster. This information, however, is part of the storage structur

atom cluster which we will describe in the following.

5.3 The Storage Structure of an Atom-Cluster Type

The concept of atom clusters has been introduced in order to speed up construction of frequently used mo

by allocating all atoms of a corresponding molecule in physical contiguity. For this purpose different steps in

ping an atom cluster onto a page or page sequence are introduced:

From a logical point of view an atom cluster corresponds either to a heterogeneous or to a homogeneous a

described by a so-calledcharacteristic atom. This characteristic atom simply contains references to all atom

grouped by atom types, belonging to the atom cluster (Fig. 5.4a). Moreover, the characteristic atom conta

each reference to such an atom an appropriate reference. Thus, the characteristic atom has to be evaluate
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to determine whether or not an atom really has to be added to or removed from an atom cluster or whether o

characteristic atom has to be adapted.

Each atom cluster is mapped onto a so-called physical record, i.e. a byte string of variable length contain

characteristic atom as well as all atoms referenced by the corresponding characteristic atom (Fig. 5.4b). Al

are included only once although there may exist multiple references to one atom.

The physical record, in turn, is mapped onto a page or a page sequence depending on its current length. If th

goes beyond the page size assigned to the segment of the corresponding atom-cluster type, this record is

onto a page sequence. Otherwise, the record is mapped onto a single page. Within a page multiple records

stored subsequently without intermediate space, whereas a page sequence always contains a single physic

The mapping of a physical record onto a page sequence is performed as follows (Fig. 5.4c): All atoms of a

atom type are placed into a subrecord. All subrecords are subsequently mapped onto pages. If a subrecord

the free space available within a page, a new page is allocated. If a subrecord requires multiple pages, the

are exclusively used by the subrecord. However, in order to quickly locate an atom within an atom cluster, i.e

in a page sequence, an additional address structure is required which also depends on the current length of

ical record. If a record fits into a single page, no additional address structure is necessary, since a sequentia

is always performed within a page. If the record is spread over a page sequence, the address structure initia

sists of a simple table indicating the (first) page to which the appropriate subrecord is mapped for each ato

In addition, each subrecord which requires multiple pages contains a further table indicating the page in wh

stored for each atom in order to avoid an exhaustive sequential scan over these pages.

This mapping mechanism described so far goes beyond other approaches concerning clustering of hetero
record sets, e.g. the physical representation of an NF2 tuple [SS86] implemented in AIM-P [Da86] or DASDBS
[DPS86] and the proposal of [KCB88], because we deal with replicated data and guarantee the automatic
nance of consistency among these replicas.

5.4 Retrieval on Atom-Cluster Types

Concerning the retrieval operations on atom-cluster types and atom clusters one has to consider that the ac

tem provides an atom-oriented interface, i.e. it is not possible to pass an atom cluster as a whole across the

between the access system and the data system. Therefore, when accessing an atom cluster the appropria

teristic atom is delivered, whereas the remaining atoms have to be requested by additional operations. As a

quence, the access system offers two different scan operations supporting a simple and efficient processing

clusters:

Theatom-cluster type scanallows for the sequential processing of all atom clusters, i.e. characteristic atoms

certain atom-cluster type. In order to restrict the result set of such a scan an unqualified projection clause as

a qualification criterion may be specified. Using a projection clause those atom types, i.e. the references to

responding atoms, are defined which are needed for further processing. The qualification criterion select

atom clusters satisfying the corresponding condition, which has to fulfil the so-called single-scan pro

2

12 23 24

123 124 234

characteristic atom

a) logical view

b) physical record

Figure 5.4: Example of an atom cluster

address
structure

c) mapping onto a page sequence

A

B

C
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[DPS86], i.e. it has to be decidable during a single scan through an atom cluster. If this condition refers to the

TIFIER values of certain atoms which have to be contained in the desired atom clusters, the access syst

utilize the corresponding address structure in order to speed up processing by determining the associated at

ters without access to the data.

Since the atom-cluster type scan only delivers the characteristic atoms of the qualified atom cluster, the rem

atoms may be selected by either utilizing the corresponding IDENTIFIER values for direct access or by ut

an atom cluster scan.

Theatom cluster scansupports the sequential processing of all atoms of a certain atom type within a single

cluster. Again, a projection clause as well as a selection criterion (decidable on a single atom) may be spec

order to restrict the result set to the attributes of these atoms which are required.

6. Using Atom Clusters for Efficient Molecule Construction

The usefulness of clustering atoms of heterogeneous types is obvious in systems that support static hierarc
jects, e.g., NF2-tuples [SS86]. All records belonging to a structured tuple form a cluster, yielding minimal c
when accessing the whole tuple. Restrictions referring to the internal structure of the tuple can be evaluat
cheaply, since the structure is reflected by the cluster, and all data needed are in main memory after the clu
been read. Furthermore, when access to subrecords is allowed only by reference to the whole tuple, there is
for other, redundant data representations.

The MAD model, however, allows the dynamic definition of complex objects (molecules), as described in ch

2. Therefore, it is more difficult to determine, which atoms should be clustered following a molecule type stru

On the other hand, when the optimizer chooses an access sequence forconstruction of simple molecules, it has to

decide, whether or not existing atom clusters should be used. To give some hints, when the use of atom

may enhance efficiency, we consider the two phases of query evaluation introduced in chapter 4. We illustr

different cases by examples, which suppose the existence of an atom-cluster type A-B-C, and of a fast acc

on A.Att1.

The first phase decides whether a molecule fulfils Q(M). If Q(M) contains conditions which reference the mol

structure, i.e., require parts of the molecule to be built up before the condition can be tested, an atom-clus

scan, possibly enhanced by an appropriate selection criterion, may be useful, because it allows cheap acc

atoms involved. In the following example, the condition cannot be evaluated before the whole molecule is bu

The most efficient way to do so is to use the atom-cluster type.

SELECT ALL
FROM A - B - C
WHERE EXIST EXACTLY (4) C: C.Att1=A.Att2

An atom-cluster type scan delivers the characteristic molecule of an atom cluster. The atoms of this cluster a

available in main memory, and thus can be cheaply accessed either by direct access using their IDENTIFIE

or by an atom cluster scan (cf. chapter 5).

An important criterion for the use of atom clusters in the first phase is the coincidence of the direction of the

ecule type structure with that of the atom-cluster type. In the following example the atom-cluster type is of n

SELECT ALL
FROM C - B - A
WHERE EXIST EXACTLY (4) A: C.Att1=A.Att2

Since access to an atom cluster is very fast when the IDENTIFIER value of one of its atoms is known (cf. c

5), it may be combined with an access path scan, as in the following example:
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SELECT ALL
FROM A - B - C
WHERE A.Att1=7 AND FOR ALL C: C.Att1>A.Att3

In this case, all A atoms with Att1=7 are determined via the access path scan. Then, the corresponding atom cl

are read to evaluate the rest of the condition. A more complex case occurs, if there is no access path on A.A1. One

could use an atom type scan instead of the access path scan, accessing the rest of the molecule as above

alternatively employ an atom-cluster type scan with the selection criterion A.Att1=7. The condition FOR ALL C:

C.Att1>A.Att3, however, cannot be evaluated within the access system, as described in chapter 5. Which o

two alternatives is better depends on the selectivity of A.Att1=7. If it is high, the first one is preferable, becaus

checking the condition is cheaper. If it is low, the first alternative again causes many fetches of A atoms by th

cluster access which are already in memory due to the atom type scan and already known to the data sys

While the second phase of query evaluation normally has no impact on the decisions concerning the first pha

does not hold, when atom-cluster types are available. If, for example, molecule type and atom-cluster type h

identical structure, the second phase becomes very cheap, if the atom-cluster type is used to evaluate the re

in the first phase. Therefore, costs of both phases have to be taken into consideration for optimization purpos

following case illustrates that the considerations made during the first phase (last example) can be utilized

second phase, too:

SELECT ALL
FROM A - B - C
WHERE A.Att1=5

Here again, the question is whether to use an atom type scan and access the atom cluster by its IDENTIFIE

or to use an atom-cluster type scan with an appropriate selection criterion.

Even if the direction of the molecule type structure and that of the atom-cluster type structure do not match,

cluster types can be useful to traverse the molecule (in opposite direction). In the following example, it is a

ising approach to look for the qualifying A atoms first, possibly supported by an access path. The correspon

atoms can be found cheaply by reading the atom clusters of type A-B-C containing these A atoms. Afterwa

remaining atoms of types B and A have to be fetched by direct access using the appropriate REFERENCE a

values:

SELECT ALL
FROM C - B - A
WHERE EXISTS A.Att1 = 7,

Atom-cluster types may accelerate the second phase, even if they are only subgraphs of the molecule t

shown below:

SELECT ALL
FROM D - A - B - C

Since access to atom clusters via its root’s IDENTIFIER is fast, A-B-C submolecules referenced by D atom

be fetched in this way.

The discussion above shows the difficulty of optimizer decisions when atom-cluster types have to be taken i

count. Access strategies become much more complex, and cost models have to be developed which cope

critical parameters introduced above.

7. Conclusions

Dynamism in complex object definitions, as supported by the MAD model, requires new concepts for clust

In the PRIMA system, heterogeneous sets of atoms can be clustered according to a specific molecule structu

storage structure is kept redundantly, and therefore serves only for efficiency enhancement. It is managed

access system, which guarantees transparency of this redundant data for all update operations but, in tur
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operations to retrieve atoms via atom clusters. To keep the division of labor between access system and data

the complexity of atom cluster definitions has to be restricted to correspond to a single hierarchical molecu

without any projection or restriction. Since the access to an atom cluster causes all appertaining atoms be

into main memory, the construction of a corresponding molecule can be done very efficiently. Thus, the dyn

of molecule type definition provided by the MAD model can be achieved in many cases at the efficiency of c

mechanisms for static structures.

In spite of this quite simple structure it is difficult to decide whether the construction of molecules by the data

tem should be done with or without the use of existing atom clusters. For these reason, we see the following

fields for further research:

• Finding a good access strategy is more complicated than in the conventional case, if atom-cluster types

fined. Therefore, the optimizer must be extended by new rules and new cost models, which have to be dev

• The usefulness of each atom-cluster type definition has to be checked, in order to destroy the definition

the update overhead goes beyond the efficiency gain for retrieval. For this purpose, appropriate statisti

to be kept. On the other hand, one needs hints, as to which atom-cluster type definitions could be usefu

hance efficiency. It still has to be investigated which kinds of statistics are required for these task. Furthe

if there is any good heuristic to support either of both decisions, the system should initialize the correspo

actions by itself rather than by order of the database administrator.

• The structure of an atom-cluster type must be chosen very carefully. It is to support as many queries as p

and as good as possible. Thus, one has to find a good compromise between “completeness” (i.e., all atom

molecule type definition clause of a query are contained in the atom-cluster type with the appropriate stru

and “generality” (i.e., the optimizer chooses the structure for the evaluation of many database requests

in general means, for many different queries). If atom clusters of one type overlap (i.e., do not represent a

ly-hierarchical structure), an atom-cluster type scan causes several atoms be read multiply from dis

should obviously be avoided. When the atom clusters are accessed using the value of their root atom’s

TIFIER attribute, however, they may serve well to enhance the speed of a query evaluation. Thus, the use

of atom-cluster type definitions depends even on optimizer strategies. For this reason, we claim for a syste

trolled atom-cluster type definition, as already mentioned above.
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